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 Listening   Speaking   Grammar   Reading  

Title:  Trip to American culture 

Instructor: Jessica Level: Above 12yrs 

Intermediate 
Students: About 6 Length: 40 minutes 

Materials: 

 

1.PPT slides(using projector) 

2.Flash cards with related something American(foods, culture, traditional sports, famous 

attractions, etc.) 

3.Activity sheets(fill in the blank *Back up activity) 

Aims: 

 

1.Ss will learn what is American culture 

2.Ss will get to know English deeply which they want to acquire as L2 

3.Ss will cooperate with each other during activity(to have their sociality) 

4.Finally, Ss can be familiarized with American culture 

Language Skills: 

Reading: Read out the PPT screen together & Read the explanation of flash cards 

          Listening: Watch the video clip spoken English without subtitles & teacher’s 

explanations during class  

Writing: write down 2 or 3 explanations behind the picture 

Speaking: give Ss’s thoughts on the American culture after activity 

 

Language Systems: 

Lexis: Food, Attraction, Culture, Events 

Grammar: *American breakfast mainly consists/is consisted of breads 

*American look forward to watch/watching baseball games all the time 

Discourse: filling out the blank of the activity sheets 

 

Assumptions: 

This class is going to be held on December 24 

The students in our class are all active and really interested in American culture 

All the students in our class are basically understand and can speak English  

 

 

Anticipated Errors and Solutions: 

Ss might not be understanding video clip exactly 

 Solutions: After watching the video clip, giving them ICQ and more explanations 

 

Backup Plan: Activity sheets which have blank about the American culture   

References: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hor3pmXenQA (last access: 2015. 2. 23) 

                  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHk-w0Emftc  (last access: 2013. 7. 29) 

                  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBYvCJLb7tE (last access: 2014. 10. 14.) 

                  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faUYJ9fMiGg (last access: 2012. 11. 11.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hor3pmXenQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHk-w0Emftc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBYvCJLb7tE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faUYJ9fMiGg
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KEY: Individual (I); Pairs (P); Groups (G); Whole Class (W); Teacher (T); Student (S); 

Students (Ss) 

LEAD-IN 

Materials: PPT Slides(Let’s enjoy the American culture!) 

Time 

4~5 min 
Interaction 

T-S 
Procedure 

-Greet first(Hello everyone, how do you guys feel today?) 

 

-Giving Ss the CCQ(Are you familiar with American? 

And Is there anything you guys know about it?  ) 

 

-Introduce the American culture 

 

-Explain(What are we doing today’s class is ~) 

PRESENTATION 

Materials: Video clip (from YOUTUBE) / Projector screen 

Time 

8~10 min 
Interaction 

T-S 

S-S 

Procedure 

-Turn on the video clip from YOUTUBE using projector 

 

-Hide the subtitles with a paper (if necessary) 

 

-Before the video start (in the process of the video/during 

playback), giving Ss ICQ(Have you ever been there? And 

Have you ever tried it? Have you ever seen this before?) 

 

-Explain the concept  

 

-Play the video clip again 

PRACTICE 

Materials: Flash cards related to American culture (Brunch, Indian, Hotdog, Thanksgiving 

Day, Grand Canyon etc.) 

Time 

5~10 min 
Interaction 

S-S 

T-S(T controls 

Ss ) 

Procedure 

 

*It’s similar to Icebreakers 

 

-Explain the activity of American culture 

 

-Divide G into two and then get Ss make their team name 

 

-Give Ss time to write down the explanations behind the 

picture 

 

-Monitoring Ss and give Ss the clock alarm 

PRODUCTION 

Materials: Same as the practice step 
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Time 

10~15 min 
Interaction 

S-S 

(*T is just 

helper) 

Procedure 

 

*It is just following ‘PRACTICE’ Step 

 

-The two team switch the each team’s flash cards 

 

-T helps to attach the picture on the board and Ss explain 

the picture’s concept including the statements they wrote 

 

WRAP-UP 

Materials: PPT Slides (Did you enjoy the trip to American culture?) 

Time 

2~5 min 
Interaction 

T-S 
Procedure 

-Closing(giving them CCQ: Do you remember what food 

mainly American eat in the street, New york?(Hotdog)) 

-Homework(Google the new thing about American culture) 

 
 
As a back-up plan, fill in the blank under the worksheet 
 
 
 
  

1. American usually eat -------- conveniently on the 

street  

2. American ------- lives until now in their territory and 

they are protected by the American government 

3. --------- is located in Sothern America and it’s a 

really famous attraction for many travelers 

4. ----------- is the biggest holiday for American and 

usually eat turkey dishes 

5. Many American usually eat ---------- from morning to 

noon 
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PPT Slide 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PPT Slide 2 

Let’s enjoy the American culture! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

December 24 

TC: Jessica 

Did you enjoy the trip to American 

culture? 
 


